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TEST 27 
 

1- In order to get to Jeff’s hut, you have to go ....... the river and ......... the woods. 

A) under/out of  B) over/through  
C) into/over    D) between/among  

E) around/across 

2- I often think ......... quitting smoking, but I just never seem to get ........ to it. 

A) on/out of  B) over/in  
C) with/along D) about/around 

E) for/about 

3- It seems that if you associate ........ the right people, you can stay........trouble. 

A) by/with  B) for/outside  
C) about/into                                 D) with/out of  

E) about/for 

4- While European civilization was slow developing ........ the Middle Ages, Asia's 
great civilizations flourished ........ unmatched brilliance and prosperity. 

A) around/to  B) for/about             
C) during/in  D) with/for 

E) since/with 

5- Though we went ........ it many times in class, my students still haven't taken 
........ the second conditional. 

A) about/off  B) for/down  
C) with/out  D) through/on 

E) over/in 

6- The major circulation of water into and out of the Arctic Ocean takes place 
......... a single deep channel ......... Greenland and the Norwegian islands of 
Svalbord. 

A) across/for  B) with/among 
C) towards/with  D) through/between 

E) along/at 

7- Because he forgot ....... returning the book to the library ...... over two years, my 
grandfather had to pay a massive fine. 

A) about/for B) to/about  
C) for/since D) over/during 

E) with /in 
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8- ......... America, most shops are closed on December 25 ......... Christmas. 

A) Around/after B) Throughout/for  
C) During/about D) Inside/on  

E) Over/at 

9- When I lived in Karagümrük, I was often visited ....... street cats that came ....... 
my open window. 

A) with/in  B) by/through  
C) at/out of                                        D) round/by  

E) from/about 

10- LeRoy was so depressed .......... losing his job that he couldn't even get ..... bed 
for two  weeks. 

A) from/into  B) by/towards  
C) about/out of D) with/around  

E) for/off 

11- In January 1986, the space shuttle Challenger exploded miles ........ Cape 
Kennedy space centre on Merritt Island and the pieces fell ...... the Atlantic. 

A) under/on  B) from/by 
C) around/beyond  D) above/into 

E) near/down 

12- According to Greek legend, Prometheus was chained ......... a rock in the 
Caucasus Mountains ........ daring to steal fire from heaven. 

A) with/about  B) to/for 
C) on/through D) around/with 

E) for/from 

13- Despite mountains ........ evidence ........ the contrary, many people still believe 
that eating meat poses no danger to health. 

A) from/on  B) with/about  
C) on/from D) in/by 

E) of/to 

14- Steven's father likes talking ........ growing up ........ a farm.  

A) about/on  B) with/in  
C) over/for D) on/along 

E) to/within 
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15- No matter how hard we try, we can never ....... our boss's expectations. 

A) get into  B) live up to 
C) get along with  D) leave out of 

E) take after  

16- The evidence ........ him seemed so strong that everyone was surprised when the 
jury decided to acquit him. 

A) beyond B) towards  
C) against D) out of 

E) without 

17- I didn't like the place where we went ....... holiday because there was nothing to 
do ....... night. 

A) for/during  B) by/from  
C) with/through  D) to/for 

E) on/at 

18- We should not ....... any reasonable solution, even if it is not to our liking. 

A) set up  B) take on  
C) look for D) rule out 

E) fill in 

19- Kate was surprised ....... the size ...... her phone bill. 

A) at/of  B) about/at 
C) with/from D) on/to 

E) for/on 

20- I found this book under my desk and would like to return it ...... its owner, but 
I'm not familiar enough ....... the Cyrillic alphabet to determine who that is. 

A) to/with  B) at/in  
C) after/to D) from/on 

E) into/about 

21- When Lucy was caught....... a terrible storm, the wind almost lifted her.......  her 
feet. 

A) on/by  B) with/from 
C) during/on D) by/upon 

E) in/off 
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22- I don't understand why you insist ........ repairing that radio. Can't you see that 
it's ......... repair and you should just buy a new one? 

A) with/without  B) for/against  
C) to/outside D) about/for  

E) on/beyond 

23- Friction has ....... some parts of the machine and they will have to be replaced. 

A) turned out  B) taken up  
C) put down          D) worn away  

E) run into 

24- They say rattlesnake meat tastes ........ chicken, but I doubt it'll appear on the 
menu of restaurants as a substitute ........ chicken. 

A) of/with  B) like/for  
C) with/on D) for/to 

E) to/from 

25- He couldn't ........ his ideas very clearly, so he was misunderstood by most of the 
members. 

A) put across  B) break up  
C) take off D) come over 

E) let in 

26- He appeared to be very ill, so instead of taking him to hospital, we ......... doctor 
without delay. 

A) made up  B) ran away  
C) saw off D) sent for 

E) broke into 

27- International concern ........... the issue of nuclear reactor safety was renewed 
......... following the accident ........... the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in 1986. 

A) about/away  B) upon/with  
C) over/at D) along/in 

E) for/about 

28- People .......... all ages encounter stress, but those who are healthy and strong 
learn how to cope ..........  it. 

A) at/to  B) in/for  
C) of/with D) from/in 

E) with/from 
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29- Interstate Highway 495 goes ........ Washington, and so it is supposed to ease the 
traffic problem ....... the city. 

A) around/within  B) across/with  
C) over/without  D) beside/at 

E) near/over 

30- The writer William Burroughs had a problem ........ heroin and actually shot his 
wife while ....... the influence. 

A) about/on  B) for/with  
C) on/within D) with/under 

E) along/in 

31- Though Theodore was fluent ........ Portuguese, he had such an unpleasant 
manner that he didn't make friends ........ anyone during his year in Portugal. 

A) in/with  B) with/by  
C) on/to D) about/for  

E) for/from 

32- Crude oil is transported ......... land most efficiently ......... pipelines. 

A) in/over  B) over/under 
C) across/through D) on/from  

E) with/along 

33- Many small oil fields are not connected to a pipeline that leads to a refinery. 
Instead, tank trucks periodically ....... the petroleum stored in stock tanks near 
the well and transport it to a pipeline. 

A) put out  B) pick up  
C) come down  D) get off  

E) take over 

34- In a refinery, crude oil is separated ......... useful products ......... gasoline, 
kerosene, diesel fuel, home heating fuel, lubricating oils and asphalt. 

A) with/for  B) from/into  
C) for/about D) in/through  

E) into/like 

35- Because refineries use water ......... cooling, they are built ......... water sources, 
such as rivers. 

A) with/in  B) about/at 
C) from/on  D) for/along 

E) to/between 
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36- Though quite fond ....... her Aunt Mary, Betty Sue was not too keen ........ the 
idea of staying with her during her university education. 

A) by/to  B) for/by  
C) with/at D) on/with 

E) of/on 

37- We were all fascinated ......... the songs we listened ........ last night at the 
concert. 

A) with/in  B) by/to 
C) at/at D) for/during  

E) of/for 

38- The black football player came ........ racism both on and off the field, yet he 
tended to ignore the injustices and concentrate ......... his game. 

A) across/on  B) with/into 
C) from/with D) around/upon 

E) upon/in 

39- Roxanne paid her way ........ university ......... the money she earned working 
evenings. 

A) out of/on  B) into/by  
C) through/with D) from/for 

E) along/to 

40- Arthur joined the company ......... an office boy, but eventually worked his way 
....... vice president. 

A) for/out of  B) with/through  
C) as/up to D) to/upon 

E) by/around 

41- Some time ........ midnight, Billie crawled quietly through her bedroom window 
and got ....... her bed before her parents noticed her absence. 

A) about/around  B) before/under  
C) during/on D) from/off 

E) after/into 

42- Based ......... the Constitution of 1978, Ecuador is a republic with a one-house 
legislature known ......... the National Congress. 

A) to/with  B) at/to 
C) on/as D) from/for 

E) in/about 
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43- Karen was fed up ......... her boss criticising her ........ minor mistakes at work all 
the time, so she quit. 

A) on/about B) for/in  
C) from/with     D) with/for  

E) about/at 

44- I don't know why Christopher Columbus is credited ........ the discovery of 
America when we know that Leif Ericson was there 500 years ........ him. 

A) with/before  B) about/after 
C) for/until D) from/during 

E) upon/since 

45- Though almost unheard ........ elsewhere, ayran is ........ the most popular 
beverages in Turkey.  

A) about/with  B) of/among 
C) by/from D) on/around 

E) from/for       

46- The teacher walked ........ the classroom and checked our homework ........ the 
first class. 

A) into/of B) round/during 
C) out of/with D) over/at 

E) onto/after 

47- I'm glad to have ........ his real intentions before we started a business venture 
together, or I'd be in real trouble now. 

A) run off  B) set apart  
C) counted on  D) seen through  

E) knocked out 

48- Throughout most of South America, elevation ......... sea level is the major 
determinant ......... local climatic conditions. 

A) over/with  B) under/for  
C) beneath/into D) below/from  

E) above/in 

49- Marta assumed her marriage would last forever and was shocked when her 
husband sued ...... divorce and moved ........ the house. 

A) in/around  B) with/into  
C) to/within D) for/out of 

E) from/at 
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50- The two presidents calmly discussed the future ....... the world ....... a drink. 

A) about/in  B) of/over  
C) around/with D) in/for 

E) for/into 

51- It was extremely hot inside, and Jo wanted to take ...... her jumper but couldn't 
because her T-shirt was stained ....... coffee. 

A) up/in B) off/with 
C) around/under D) over/about  

E) in/of 

52- Her husband had to endure the afternoon ........ his sweater ........ too, because 
she had only ironed the collar of his shirt and left the rest creased. 

A) with/on  B) from/off  
C) in/with D) within/out 

E) on/around 

53- To get to Farmer Giles' house, you could either climb ........ the fence, or walk 
all the way ........ it. 

A) up/under  B) under/into  
C) over/around D) from/above 

E) through/in 

54- While he read ........ his memoirs, he thought ........ his youth. 

A) on/with  B) about/in 
C) into/over  D) through/about 

E) over/from 

55- Philip remembered all the unpleasant experiences of his childhood as he went 
......... his life ........ his psychoanalyst. 

A) about/to       B) with/by  
C) beyond/in  D) into/about 

E) over/with 

56- It’s a familiar scene ........ the end of Western films that the hero rides his horse 
........ the sunset. 

A) by/at  B) in/round 
C) at/into  D) for/with 

E) until/over 
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57- The world's largest volume of ocean traffic is ........ the North Atlantic ......... the 

highly industrialised and densely populated regions of eastern North America 
and Western Europe. 

A) among/from B) across/between 
C) for/ through D) about/into 

E) around/within 

58- I prefer to go to and from work ......... my car because it is very small and runs 
..... very little petrol. 

A) with/out  B) in/on 
C) by/with  D) on/to 

E) out of/for 

59- Though they tried to do their best, the fire fighters couldn't save the house ........ 
burning ........ . 

A) in/over  B) on/about  
C) with/out  D) into/aside 

E) from/down 

60- Although ducks are common throughout the world, some species, the pink-
headed duck of India, ........ are very rare. 

A) for instance  B) on average 
C) with regards  D) in danger 

E) on occasions 
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